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Abst rac t - -We use the change of variables technique to establish the equivalence between the 
generalized mildly nonlinear complementarity problems and the Wiener-Hopf equations. This equiv- 
alence is used to suggest a new iteratiX, e method for the complementarity problems. We also study 
the convergence analysis of the iterative method and discuss some special cases. © 1999 Elsevier 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The complementarity theory has become a rich source of inspiration in both mathematical nd 
engineering sciences. This theory provides us a natural and elegant framework for the study 
of many unrelated free boundary value and equilibrium problems. Recently, complementarity 
problems have been extended and generalized in various directions using the novel and innovative 
techniques. For physical, mathematical formulation, and numerical methods, see [1-3] and the 
references therein. 
In recent years, the change of variables technique has been used to develop some iterative 
methods for solving the complementarity problems. It has been shown in [4] that such type of 
iterative methods are quite efficient and are compatible with other types of iterative methods. 
This technique is mainly due to Van Bokhoven [5]. For recent applications and modifications of 
this technique, see [4,6-9]. In this paper, we use the change of variable technique as modified and 
extended in [4,6,8,9] to prove that the generalized mildly nonlinear complementarity problems are 
equivalent to a system of equations, which are called the Wiener-Hopf equations. This equivalence 
enables us to suggest and analyze a number of iterative algorithms for solving the generalized 
mildly nonlinear complementarity problems. 
2. FORMULATION AND BASIC  RESULTS 
Let R n be an Euclidean space whose inner product and norm are denoted by (., "/ and ]]. II, 
respectively. Let K be a closed convex cone in R n and K* = {u e R n : (u, v} > 0, for all v c K} 
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be a convex polar cone of K in R n. Given M • R n×n, q E R n and the nonlinear operators 
A : R ~ --~ _R n, we consider the problem of finding u such that 
uEK,  Mu+q+A(u)  EK* and (Mu+q+A(u) ,u )=O,  (2.1) 
Problem (2.1) is called the generalized mildly nonlinear complementarity, which was introduced 
and studied by Noor [7]. Noor [7] used the variational inequality technique to suggest and 
analyze a number of iterative algorithms for solving problems (2.1). It has been shown in [7] 
that a wide class of problems arising in fluid flow through porous media, lubrication problems, 
contact problems elasticity, economics, and structural analysis can be studied by the nonlinear 
complementarity problems. We remark that if A(u) =- O, then problem (2.1) is equivalent to 
finding u such that 
u•  K, Mu+qe K*, and (Mu+q,u)=O,  (2.2) 
which is known as the generalized complementarity problem. Forthe applications, numerical 
methods and formulations, ee [1-4,9-14] and the reference therein. It is worth mentioning that 
problem (2.1) can be written as 
ueK,  v=Mu+q+A(u)  • I f *  and (u,v I =0 ,  (2.3) 
which is useful in developing a fixed point formulation of the generalized strongly nonlinear 
complementarity problem (2.1). In order to formulate the fixed point problem, we recall the 
following basic concepts. For every z E R ~, we define the absolute value of z as 
[z I = z + + z- ,  (2.4) 
where 
z + =sup(0, z) and z- =- in f (0 ,  z). 
It is well known that for any arbitrary element z E R n, we have 
z = z + - ~- and (z+,z - )  = O. (2.5) 
From (2.4) and (2.5), we obtain 
Izl + z = 2z ÷ (2.6) 
and 
Iz) - z = 2z-. (2.7) 
Following the idea of Noor [8] and Noor and A1-Said [9], and for all z E R n, we consider the 
following change of variables: 
= Iz[ + z _ z+ = e~:(z) (2.8) 
2 
and 
v = ~E- l ( i z l -  z) = i E - l z  - p  = IE  - lp  {P~(z)  - z} ,  (2.9) 
where p > 0 is a constant, E c R nxn is a positive diagonal matrix, and PK is the projection of z 
onto K. From (2.3), (2.8), and (2.9), we have 
1E-1 {z +-z}  =Mz÷+q-- I -A(z+).  
P 
Multiplying both sides of this equations by pE we get the fixed point problem 
-- z÷ - ;~  {Uz÷ + q + A (z÷) } ,  (2.1o) 
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where 
z + = PK(z).  (2.11) 
Hence, the generalized mildly nonlinear complementarity problem (2.1) is equivalent to the fixed 
point problem (2.10),(2.11). Combining (2.10) and (2.11), we conclude that the generalized 
mildly nonlinear complementarity problem (2.1) can be reformulated as the fixed point problem 
of finding z E R n such that 
z = PK(z)  -- pE {MPK(Z)  + q + A (PK(z) )} .  
The equations of the type (2.12) are known as the Wiener-Hopf equations. For the formulation, 
numerical methods and applications of the Wiener-Hopf equations, see [13,14]. 
3. ITERAT IVE  ALGORITHMS AND CONVERGENCE 
In Section 2, we have established the equivalence between the complementarity problem (2.1) 
and the Wiener-Hopf equations (2.10). This equivalence enables us to suggest some new iterative 
methods for solving the generalized mildly nonlinear complementarity problems (2.1). 
ALGORITHM 3.1. Given Zo E R n, compute the sequence {zn} by the iterative schemes 
z + = PK(Z,) ,  (3.1) 
+ n Zn+I=z+-pE{Mz++q+L(zn+I -z+)+A , =0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  (3.2) 
where L E R n×n is a strictly lower or upper-triangular matrix. We note that if A - 0, then 
Algorithm 3.1 collapses to the following. 
ALGORITHM 3.2. For a given zo E H, compute the sequences {zn} by the iterative schemes 
z + = PK(Zn), 
z ,~+l=z+-pE{Mz++q+L( ' z++l -z+)} ,  n = 0,1,2, . . .  
We now study the convergence analysis of Algorithm 3.1. In order to do so, we need the following 
concept. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A real matrix M E R nxn is said to be Z-matrix (P-matrix), if it has nonpositive 
off-diagonal entries (positive principal minors). A square matrix with nonpositive off-diagonal 
entries and with a nonnegative inverse is called an M-matrix. It can be shown that a matrix 
which is both a Z-matrix and P-matrix is an M-matrix, see [15] for full details. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let M E R n×n, q 6 R n, and A : R n --* R n be a nonlinear operator. I f  there 
exist a nonnegative matr ix N E R n×n such that 
IA(u) - A(v)l <_ N [u - vl ,  for all u, v E R n, (3.3) 
then for the sequence {zn} generated by Algorithm 3.1, we have 
IZn+X -- Znl < ( I  -- pEILI) -1 { I  + pE (IMI +[L] + N)} [zn - z~-ll, (3.4) 
where p, L, and E axe as defined above. 
PROOF. From Algorithm 3.1, we get 
Zn+l -- Zn = PK(Zn) -- PK(Zn-1) -- pE(MPK(zn)  - MPK(z , -1 ) )  
- pEL(PK(z~+I)  - PK(Z,O) + pEL(PK(z~)  - PK(Z~-I ) )  
-- pE(d(Pg(z~) )  - A(PK(zn-1)) ) .  
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Using (3.3) and the fact that  PK is nonexpansive we have 
I z~+l  - z~l _< IPK(z~)  - Ps<(z~-l)l 
+ pEIMf  IP~:(z,~) - PK(Z,~-I)I + pEILI [PK(z~+I) -- PK(zn)I 
+ pEIL[ IPK(zn) -- PK(Z~-I)t  + pENIPK(Zn)  - Pg(zn-1) l  
<_ Iz~ -- Zn-l l  + pEIMI  Iz~ - Zn-l l  + pEILI IZn+I -- Z~I 
+ pEILI Izn - Zn-l l  + pENIzn  - Z~-ll 
from which we get 
( I -  pEILt) IZn+I - z~ I < { I  + pE IM I + pEIL  I + pEN} Izn - z~- l l .  
Now, since L is strictly upper or lower matrix and E is positive diagonal matrix, so ( I  - pEILI) 
is an M-matrix. Thus, the inverse of ( I  - pEILI) exists and is nonnegative. Consequently, we 
have 
[Zn+l -- Zn[ ~_ ( I  -- pEIL[)  -1 { I  + pE  ([M[ + ILl + N)} [z n - Zn- l[ .  
THEOREM 3.2. Let M,  q, E,  L, N ,  and A be the same as in Theorem 3.1. I ra (G)  < 1, where 
G = ( I -  pE]LI) -~ { I+pE( IM I ÷]L[ ÷ N)}. 
with a(G) denoting the spectral radius of G, then there exists u E R ,~ being the solution of 
problem (2.1) and P~:(zn) --+ u, where {zn} is the sequence generated by Algor i thm 3.1. 
PROOF. We first note, that the matrix G defined by (3.5) is nonnegative. Using (3.4), we get 
[Zn+ 1 -- Znl ~ G lZn -- Zn_l l  ~ ' ' '  ~ G n IZl - Zol. 
Since o(~) < 1, SO G n ~ 0 as  n --~ oc. Using (3.6) we can conclude that {Zn+l} is a Cauchy 
sequence in R n, that is zn+l --~ z as n --+ c~. Now using the continuity of M, A, and PK and 
Algorithm 3.1, we have 
z = PK(Z) -- pE  (MPK(z )  + q + A(PK(z ) )  E R n, 
that is, z c R ~ is the solution of problem (2.12), which is equivalent to problem (2.1). Thus, 
u = PK(Z)  E Rn is  a solution of (2.1), and PK(Zn)  ---) u E R n as n ~ (:~, where {z~} is a sequence 
generated by Algorithm 3.1. This completes the proof. 
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